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Introduction

In this tutorial, we are going to learn some of the basic features of Microsoft Teams to enable
productivity and collaboration in your organization.

Introduction
As we go through learning, we will use the following features of Microsoft Teams:

1. Receive and send a chat message (private chats)

2. Create a new team from scratch

3. Adding a channel in a team

4. Add a Planner as a tab

5. Add a Team Pro�le Picture

6. Send an email to a team’s channel

7. Upload a �le to a team’s Files tab

8. Use the Places App



Receive and send a chat message

Receive and sent chat messages
Private chats also referred to as “chat” or “instant messaging”, are a way to start more transient,
casual communications with 1 to 100 people. The di�erence between a “chat” and a “channel
conversation” is that chat is more personal, casual and transient in nature. Here we see how to
start a chat with another person who uses Teams below.

1. Click the New Chat icon in the top left of the screen.

2. Type the name of the person you want to start a chat within the To: �eld.

3. Type your message into the chat box. If the box is not fully expanded, click the Format icon
which is the little “A” with a pen icon in the bottom left of the chat box to expand it.

4. Click the Send icon (the little airplane) to send your message.



Create a New Team from Scratch

Create a New Team
There are many ways to create a new team and di�erent types of teams you can create. In this
example, we will create the most common type of team in the most commonly used method.
Let’s get started!

1. Click the Join or create a team link in the bottom left-hand corner of your Teams interface.

2. Click the Create team button as seen in the image below. *Note: if you do not have this
button, your O�ce 365 administrator has disabled your ability to create teams and you should
contact them for assistance.



Create a New Team from Scratch

3. Next, we decide how we are going to create a team. You can create a team from an existing
O�ce 365 Group or from another team that is used as a template. In this case, we are going to
create a brand new team from scratch. Select the Build a team from scratch option on this
screen.



Create a New Team from Scratch

4. Now we will select the type of team we are creating. Private teams are where only the people
you invite are allowed in it. Public teams are teams that anyone can join when they want, but it
does not automatically add them to it, they must join it. Org-wide teams can only be created by
an administrator and automatically add everyone in your organization (as long as your Azure
Active Directory is properly setup) without them having to do anything. 
For this example, we will be creating a Private team so select Private.

5. In step �ve, all we must do is give the team a name. Use something meaningful to the
purpose of the team so when others see it alongside other teams, they know what it is for. You
can also enter a description to give further details about the purpose of the team if you would
like to.



Create a New Team from Scratch

6. Now we have the option to add people to our team. You can do this now or you could skip
this step and add people later in the team’s settings.

7. If you would like to add them now, just type their names in the box and then click Add.



Create a New Team from Scratch

*NOTE: if you are trying to add people via their email address who are not inside your
organization, Guest Access must be enabled by your O�ce 365 administrator. If they have not
enabled this feature, you will not be able to add people who are outside of your organization.
Please contact them for further assistance if needed.

8. After you have added a person to your team, you will see that by default they have been
added as a Member. However, it is always good to have at least two team owners per team in
case one owner is not available to manage it.

9. After determining who you have added has the appropriate role assigned, click the Close
button.



Adding a Channel in a Team

Adding a Channel in a Team
Channels are ways to categorize your content, conversations, �les and other extensions into
topics that apply to what you will be working on. There is not necessarily a rule on how and
when you should create channels, but there are some recommendations on them. Usually, a
channel is created based on a topic, job function, or a date (if the team is based on events). I
usually recommend thinking for a moment about how much content will go into this channel
over the expected life span of your team. If it seems like it will not be very much, you might not
want to create a unique channel for it. If it seems like there will be far too much, you might want
to break out the channel into two or more separate channels instead. Although you can create
up to 200 channels per team, it can get messy if you do so. I personally not creating more than
20. If you need more than that, either rethink what you are naming them or consider creating a
separate team for some of your ideas instead. Once again there is no rule on what you should
or shouldn’t do, experiment and choose what is best for your organization.

1. To create a new channel, click the ellipsis next to the team name (the …).

2. Select Add channel.



Adding a Channel in a Team

3. Give your channel a name.

4. Click the Add button. 

Additionally, you could automatically make this channel show up in everyone who is a part of
the team’s channel list underneath that team name. This would only be important if your team
has a lot of channels and you want to make sure it is not lost in the clutter of using the channel
pop-out menu to �nd it.



Add a Planner as a Tab

Add a Planner as a Tab
Tabs are ways to add extended applications into your channel. You can have many tabs in one
channel. Tabs are usually other applications that come from both inside the Microsoft world
and outside of it. There can many uses for a tab such as showing a Power BI report, posting a
Word document that is updated each week with a weekly agenda, using an Excel �le as an
availability roster for everyone to see, or in this case, using it to add the Planner app. Planner is
a medium-weight task management tool from Microsoft that allows you to organize and assign
tasks based on the Kanban board concept.

1. To add a tab, go inside your channel and click on the plus icon.



Add a Planner as a Tab

2. A pop-up window will appear with choices of what you can add as a tab. You may only see a
few items or you may see many options. This depends on if you are using a Government tenant
or if your O�ce 365 administrator has disabled some of them. In this case, we will be adding a
Planner so we are selecting this application to become a tab in our channel in our team.



Add a Planner as a Tab

3. You have the option to either choose an existing Planner that you are the owner of from a
di�erent location or the option to create a brand new Planner. In this case, we will be creating a
brand new Planner so we will need to �ll in the name of it.

4. Click the Save button.

*Note: You can also post to the channel that you have added a Planner if you like but this is not
mandatory.

Your completed Planner will appear as a tab.



Add a Team Pro�le Picture

Add a Team Pro�le Picture

By default, Microsoft Teams will just the initials of the team in a colored square to identify the
team icon. You do have the option to add your own custom picture to your team to make it
unique.

1. To add your own icon or graphic to a team, select the ellipsis or … next to the team name. 

2. Select Manage team.



Add a Team Pro�le Picture



Add a Team Pro�le Picture

3. Select Settings.

4. Select Change picture.



Add a Team Pro�le Picture

5. Select Upload picture.

6. After selecting the picture you want to use from the popup, select Save.



Send an Email to a Team Channel

Send an Email to a Team Channel
As long as your O�ce 365 Administrator has enabled this or if you are not in a Government
tenant, you have the ability to send and forward emails to a channel in your team. This can be
great for when you want to include an email where someone who is on the addressing is not a
part of your team, or if you have started to email others and forgot you should be using Teams
and want to continue the conversation in the team instead.

1. To get the email address of a channel, click the ellipsis or … next to the channel name.

2. Select Get email address.



Send an Email to a Team Channel

3. Select Copy.

4. Open your favorite email program and paste the email address in the To �eld, then send.



Send an Email to a Team Channel

5. After a few moments, you should see the email appear in the channel in your team.



Upload a �le to a team’s Files tab

Upload a �le to a team’s Files tab
Adding �les to a team are one of the building blocks that make Microsoft Teams so great. You
can upload documents, media �les and more to each channel inside of a team. You can also
edit the �les inside of Microsoft Teams or edit them in their native program. Others can also
collaborate on the �les or hold conversations around them.

1. To upload a �le to a team, go to the Files tab in the channel you want to upload them to. 

2. Select Upload.

3. Pick the �le you want to upload from the popup window. In this example, I am uploading a
Word document from my local computer.



Upload a �le to a team’s Files tab

4. You will see your uploaded �le appear in the Files tab.



Use the Places app

Using the Places app
There are many “built-in” apps that come with Microsoft Teams including Weather, News &
Places. These apps use Bing in the background to pull information into your team. In this
example, we will be using the Places app to add a restaurant in a channel conversation.

1. In a channel, go down to the conversation box and select the Places icon (the little upside-
down tear shaped icon). *Note: if you do not have this icon, you may not have the Places app
installed.



Use the Places App

2. After clicking the icon, a popup will appear where you either enter a street address or the
name of a speci�c establishment. In this example, we are using the name of a popular
restaurant in the Washington D.C. area.



Use the Places App

3. After selecting the result, the name of the establishment with a map and information about it
will appear in the channel conversation box ready for you to send o� so everyone in the
channel can see it.
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